We report dynamic Monte Carlo simulation on conformational transition of H-shaped branched polymers by varying main chain (backbone) and side chain (branch) length. Hshaped polymers in comparison with equivalent linear polymers exhibit a depression of theta temperature accompanying with smaller chain dimensions. We observed that the effect of branches on backbone dimension is more pronounced than the reverse, and is attributed to the conformational heterogeneity prevails within the molecule. With increase in branch length, backbone is slightly stretched out in coil and globule state. However, in the pre-collapsed (cf. crumpled globule) state, backbone size decreases with the increase of branch length. We attribute this non-monotonic behavior as the interplay between excluded volume interaction and intra-chain bead-bead attractive interaction during collapse transition. Structural analysis reveals that the inherent conformational heterogeneity promotes the formation of a collapsed structure with segregated backbone and branch units (resembles to "sandwich" or "Janus" morphology) rather an evenly distributed structure comprising of all the units. The shape of the collapsed globule becomes more spherical with increasing either backbone or branch length. 
shaped polymers show a smaller chain dimension compared to linear polymers with comparable degree of polymerization 18, 19 ; although they follow the same scaling relation as linear polymers with a scaling exponent ~ 0.6 13 . In the theta state, according to Flory 20 , polymer chains behave ideally and mean square radius of gyration scales with N, where N is the degree of polymerization. The chain dimension and theta temperatures are dictated by the topological features of the polymers. Roovers and Toporowski 11 have demonstrated that the behavior of H-shaped polymer lie between three-and four-arm star polymers. They have observed that the second virial coefficient is positive and theta temperature of H-shaped polystyrene in cyclohexane is lower than that of linear polystyrene under identical condition.
Monte Carlo simulation suggests that the value of second and third virial coefficient of Hpolymers are higher than the linear polymers with equivalent molecular weight 21 . It has also been observed that H-shaped polymer exhibits a bulk rheological pattern, which is distinctly different than linear polymer [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Although, the bulk behavior of H-polymers is fairly understood, solution behavior of H-polymers is not well explored. In this paper, we describe simulation results on collapse transition of H-shaped polymers with varying length of backbone and branches. We observe that the dimensions of H-polymers are smaller than the corresponding linear polymers. We have analyzed the effect of branching on the collapse behavior by varying branch length (N2)
while keeping backbone length (N1) constant, and by varying N1 keeping N2 constant.
Variation in N2 would represent short arm to long arm branches, whereas variation in N1 represent the degree of branching along the backbone chain in a branch polymer. We observe that the effect of branch length on backbone conformation is more pronounced than the reverse. Structurally, the collapsed globule resembles to "sandwich" or "Janus" morphology, wherein backbone and branch units are well segregated.
We organize our paper as follows. In the section II, we describe our model and simulation technique. We discuss our key results in the section III followed by summary in the section IV.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
We use dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) simulation on a simple cubic lattice. We model with periodic boundary condition to simulate the chain molecule in the lattice. To give further details, we begin our simulation by selecting a monomer randomly and attempt to move to the nearest lattice site. A strict self avoiding walk model chain has been used to implement excluded volume interaction. One lattice site is occupied by only one unit and no bond crosses with any other bonds. We have employed the Metropolis sampling 27 to sample new conformation with a probability ( )
, where E Δ is the change in energy in a given MC move, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in K. The new conformation is accepted if p ≥ r, where r is a random number, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, generated by using random number generator, MT19937 28 . Interaction between monomer and solvent has been modeled by quasi-chemical approximation, incorporating exchange energy between monomer and solvent. Thus, the change in energy in an MC move is modeled as: ). At each value of B, we equilibrate the sample for large number of Monte Carlo steps (MCS), and calculate thermodynamic and structural properties over an equal number of MCS. N number of attempted MC move is defined as one MCS. We equilibrate the sample system at B = 0 (T = ∞, athermal state) and progressively cooled the system by increasing B in steps of 0.002. We have not observed any hysteresis during cooling (increasing B) and heating (decreasing B) runs. Hence, our simulations represent equilibrium slow cooling experiments. To monitor the transition from coil to globule, we calculate radius of gyration as: 
For an isotropic structure, * δ equals to zero.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin to describe our simulation results by comparing a linear and H-shaped 
III.A. Comparison between Linear and H-shaped Polymer
We simulate a linear polymer chain with N = 512, and two H-shaped branched polymers, with different combination of backbone and branch length: 256_64_512 and 128_96_512. Figure 2 represents the variation of . We calculate the branching parameter from our simulation, and observe that the values are in close agreement to that of calculated from the following theoretical equation 15,18 : ( ) Table 1 ).
With increasing value of B (beyond theta), the effective m-m attractive interaction energy increases and it counterbalances the m-s repulsive interaction. As a result, the chain starts shrinking and finally reaches to a compact globule state at B ≥ 0.6. H-shaped polymers too follow the similar trend to that of linear polymer. Throughout the temperature range (beyond theta), we observe that H-polymers possess equal dimension to that of linear polymers ( Figure 2 and Figure 3a and 3b). The presence of two branch points in the Hshaped polymer does not influence the overall size and shape of the collapsed globule.
Beyond theta, the free energy is dominated by the enthalpic contribution rather than entropic, and therefore, the presence of branch points does not make any difference in the size of the globule. However, the value of Figure 2 , the effect of branching is more pronounced in the coil state than in the globule state for a constant N system (linear and H-polymers). In the following, we discuss the effect of branching on collapse behavior of H-polymers, by considering various combinations of N1
and N2 (viz., degree of branching and branch length respectively).
III.B. Effect of branch length on backbone conformation (Constant N1, variable N2)
To investigate the effect of branch length on backbone conformation, we vary branch length (N2) for a fixed backbone length (N1). We estimate In the coil state, with the increase in value of N2, the value of would be expected to be same. As the branch length increases, backbone is slightly stretched out due to the attainment of coil conformation (cf. Gaussian chain) of branches. Branches (with one branch point) are entropically in a favorable condition than backbone (with two branch points). As a result, branches are more solvated than the backbone. We have analyzed branch conformational behavior for a fixed value of N1. We found that the branches follow a self-avoiding walk (SAW) scaling ( . A free dangling end facilitates branches to be more solvated than backbone. As a result, backbone length follows a decreasing trend with increasing N2 (also increasing N). 
III.C. Varying backbone and branch length -keeping total units constant
We simulate H-polymers where we increase N1 and decrease N2 such that N remains constant. In Figure 2 we have presented results for two H-polymers with N = 512, with different combination of N1 and N2. We have seen that 
III.D. Backbone and Branch are of equal length
We simulate H-polymers with equal value of N1 and N2. Figure 9a ,b presents our simulation data for N1 = 32 and 64 respectively. We observe that throughout the range of B (viz., from coil to globule state), branches possess higher dimension than backbone. The presence of a free dangling end in branches facilitates to explore larger conformational space than backbone. As a result, branches are more solvated than backbone. As the chain collapses, backbone units collapse before branch units owing to the enhanced m-m interaction. Therefore, 2 g R of branches is higher than that of backbone.
III.E. Effect of backbone length on branch conformation
We keep branch length constant and vary backbone length to investigate the effect of backbone on conformational behavior of branches. Variation of backbone length (N1) may be correlated to the degree of branching (average backbone length between two nearest branch points) in highly branched polymers like LDPE or LLDPE. Figure 10a on backbone is more pronounced than the reverse. In contrast to the results presented in Figure 5 (size of the backbone increases with increase of branch length), we observe that size of the branches is almost independent of backbone length.
As the solution is cooled further below theta point (B > 0.03), we observed an increase in the coil size of branches with increasing N1. As temperature decreases (viz., B increases), enthalpic interaction dominates over entropic interaction. With increase in backbone length, distance between branches increases and the probability of co-operative collapse between branches decreases. Branches with a free dangling end facilitate in possessing higher conformational entropy compared to backbone. Therefore, in decreasing temperature, collapse of backbone precedes the collapse of branches. As a result, backbone occupies the inner part of the globule, surrounded by branches, and results a larger dimension of branches with increasing backbone length. Below, we present detail structural analysis including the shape of the molecule from our simulation.
III.F. Structural Analysis
The nature of collapse transition presented in Figure 2 , 3 and 5 reveals that the collapse happens via a two-stage process: collapse of random coil to a crumpled globule state (B ~ 0.036), and then from crumpled globule to a collapsed globule state at B ≥ 0.6. Collapse is initiated by the formation of a dense core largely dominated by backbone units followed by the collapse (or reeling in) of branch units. We have seen that in the pre-collapsed (viz., crumpled globule) state (B ~ 0.036), the dimension of the backbone decreases with increasing branch length ( Figure 5 and Figure 6 ). In most cases, branches possess an expanded conformation than backbone, signifying a smaller dimension of backbone in comparison with branches. Figure 11 represents the snapshots from simulation at B = 0.036 for 64_16_128, 64_32_192, 64_48_256, 64_64_320 and 64_80_384. It is to be noted that we simulate Hshaped homopolymer (backbone and branch units are chemically identical). We have used black and magenta symbol to represent backbone and branch units respectively, for better visualization. As the solution is cooled further, the crumpled globule collapses to a compact globule structure. In the collapsed state (B = 0.1), backbone dimension slightly increases with increasing N2 for a given value of N1 ( Figure 5 and Figure 7 ). When we measure In some cases, the final structure resembles to "sandwich" (Figure 12 : 64_4_80, 64_16_128, 128_32_256, and 128_96_512), where backbone is flanked by branches from either end, or "Janus" (Figure 13 : 64_32_192, 64_64_320, 64_80_384, 64_96_448) morphology, where backbone monomers are almost separated from branch monomers. In these types of structures, backbone and branch units are almost segregated. These type of segregated globule structures are usually observed in the collapse transition of heteropolymers with "sticky" comonomers 29, 37 , where co-monomers form the core surrounded by monomers leading to a core-shell morphology. The segregated structure (vis., core-shell) is primarily driven by the energetic heterogeneity within the molecule (viz., monomers and comonomers are chemically different and hence interactions are different).
However, in the present case (H-shape homopolymer), we see the formation of equivalent segregated globule structures due to the presence of conformational heterogeneity (originated from the difference in entropy of backbone and branch) within the molecule.
Shape analysis:
We calculate asphericity factor, * δ (equation 1), to monitor change in shape along with the structural transformation of H-polymers during collapse transition. Figure 14a and Figure 14b illustrate the variation of * δ with increasing B for a series of linear and H-polymers respectively. Shape of the molecule becomes more spherical as it is cooled from coil to globule state, where it assumes a compact geometry. In the coil state, * δ remains almost same for all N (Figure 14a and b) . In the globule state, * δ decreases with increasing N. For a given value of N2, with increasing value of N1, different scenario is observed in coil and globule state: in the coil state, * δ increases with increasing N1; and in the globule state, * δ decreases with increasing N1 (Figure 15b ). In the coil state, with increasing N1, the molecule approximates to a linear chain and as results, shape deviates from being spherical (looks like a dumbbell). In the globule state, with increase in N (by increasing either N1 or N2) shape of the globule becomes more compact and spherical, which has also been observed for linear chains. For a constant N system (by varying N1 and N2), the shape of the collapsed globule remains similar to that of linear polymer. However, in the coil state, shape of Hpolymers differs from the linear chain (Figure 15c ). In the coil state, 128_96_512 H-polymer exhibits lower value of * δ than the others. It appears that the closer the value of N1 and N2, more spherical shape it may possess. Longer chains produce more compact globule structure, which assumes a better spherical shape, than shorter ones. Although branch points influences the collapse transition, it appears from the above analysis that the globule size and shape are not sensitive to the "branchingness" of H-polymers, and behaves similar to a linear polymer for a system with equal N.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Branching characteristics plays a crucial role in determining solution behavior of N2, in the coil state, there is no effect on the branch size in increasing value of N1, but in the globule state chain dimension increases with increasing N1. Scaling analysis shows that the branches (for a constant N1) follows a scaling relation with a scaling exponent, v ~ 0.603, whereas backbones for a constant branch follow a scaling relation with a scaling exponent, v ~ 0.57. This variation in scaling exponent suggests that the effect of branching is more pronounced for backbone conformation than branches. Structural analysis reveals that the globules possess a segregated distribution rather than an even distribution of backbone and branch units. Conformational heterogeneity leads to the formation of such morphology, and depending on the length of backbone and branches, globule structure vary from "sandwich" (Figure 12 ) to "Janus" (Figure 13 ) morphology. Analysis on shape factor reveals that with increasing either the length of backbone or branches, the shape of the collapsed globule appears to be more spherical. Our results on the conformational behavior of H-polymers in dilute solution would enable in gaining valuable insight to understand the internal segmental dynamics, which may have a profound effect on rheological behavior of branched polymers. 
